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Abstract

BiP is the mammalian endoplasmic reticulum (ER) Hsp70 orthologue that plays a major role in all functions of this organelle including the seemingly opposing functions of aiding the maturation of unfolded nascent proteins and identifying and targeting chronically unfolded proteins for degradation. The recent identification of mammalian BiP co-factors combined with delineation of the ER degradation machinery and data suggesting that the ER is subdivided into unique regions helps explain how these different functions can occur in the same organelle and raises some unresolved issues.

1. Introduction

The ER is the site of synthesis of proteins destined for the cell surface or secretion. Although the concentration of nascent unfolded polypeptides in the ER is extremely high, >95% of nascent chains fold and assemble rapidly and correctly through the participation of chaperones and folding enzymes [1]. Proteins that do not meet the stringent requirements of the ER quality control system are retained in the ER, where the chaperones prevent them from aggregating and provide them with additional opportunities to achieve their correct conformation. Proteins that ultimately fail to mature properly are targeted for intracellular degradation [2,3]. Two major chaperone systems exist in the mammalian ER, the calnexin/calreticulin system and the BiP or Hsp70 system. Unlike calnexin, which relies on monitoring both N-linked glycans and unfolded regions on nascent polypeptide chains, BiP detects the latter and is therefore the major system used for nonglycosylated proteins [4] or glycoproteins in which the most N-terminal glycan occurs relatively late in the linear sequence [5]. In addition to its role in the folding and assembly of nascent proteins, BiP contributes to the maintenance of ER calcium stores, identifies defective proteins that must be targeted for proteasome-mediated degradation, and preserves the permeability barrier of the ER translocon during early stages of protein translocation [4]. Mechanisms exist to ensure that sufficient amounts of BiP are available to perform its multiple functions, and as necessary, can activate a signal transduction cascade known as the unfolded protein response (UPR), which controls levels of ER chaperones and folding enzymes [6]. Recent data suggest that the various BiP co-chaperones may play a critical role in regulating its various activities.

When protein folding ultimately fails either due to disruption of ER homeostasis or mutations in individual proteins, the defective proteins must be identified, extracted from the ER, and...
degraded by the 26S proteosome. Although first delineated in yeast [7], there have been major advances in the identification of mammalian components of the ER associated degradation (ERAD) machinery [8]. As many proteins synthesized in the ER are glycosylated, appropriately much of the initial work has focused on the disposal of glycoproteins [9]. Recently however, proteins involved in the turnover of nonglycosylated proteins have been identified, which reveal some differences in the handling of these two types of substrates [10]. Since the same chaperones that aid the folding of a particular substrate often participate in its destruction, a particularly perplexing question is how the ER quality control machinery can distinguish between nascent proteins that have not yet folded and those that cannot fold. Recent studies have begun to shed light on how these two types of BiP substrates are distinguished.

The ER is an oxidizing environment, and mammalian proteins largely enter the ER co-translationally. As nascent polypeptide chains begin to fold as they enter the ER and are often stabilized by the formation of disulfide bonds, if the misfolding event occurs relatively late in the biosynthesis of the protein, those portions of the polypeptide chain may have folded and disulfide bonds may have formed. Thus both reduction and unfolding of the protein may be required to pass the ERAD substrate through a protein channel in the ER membrane. How the ER can perform these two very different functions is an area of active research. Recent data suggesting that different regions of the ER are populated by distinct subsets of proteins might hold the clue to establishing unique environments to support opposing functions.

2. The BiP chaperone cycle

Like all Hsp70 family members BiP interacts with unfolded substrates through its C-terminal substrate-binding domain (SBD), which is tightly regulated by the highly conserved N-terminal nucleotide-binding domain (NBD). When ATP occupies the cleft of the NBD, the SBD is in an open configuration, which has both a high on and high off rate for unfolded proteins. The hydrolysis of ATP results in a closure of the lid on the SBD, thus stabilizing the interaction with bound protein [11]. Release of the unfolded protein occurs when ADP is exchanged for ATP. This reopens the lid on the SBD, allowing the bound substrate to be released and provides an opportunity for it to fold. Communication between these domains is controlled by a linker region that juxtaposes them and opens the SBD when ATP is bound [12]. This interaction is dependent on a surface exposed arginine on the NBD that is present in all Hsp70 proteins [12,13]. Since DnaJ proteins bind to the same residue on the NBD, it is likely that they stimulate tight binding of Hsp70s to substrates by associating with this residue and disrupting the interaction between the two domains. Recently, a number of BiP cofactors have been identified that control BiP’s ATPase cycle and allow it to participate in its various functions.

2.1 Nucleotide Exchange Factors

2.1.1 BAP—The release of substrates from BiP requires the exchange of ADP to ATP, which is catalyzed by nucleotide exchange factors (NEF). BAP/Sil1 was the first NEF to be identified in the mammalian ER [14]. BAP is highly expressed in secretory tissues showing the same overall distribution as BiP, and over-expression of BAP can inappropriately induce the release of BiP from substrates [15]. Unlike BiP, BAP is not induced by the UPR, which significantly changes the ER ratio of these two proteins during ER stress, although the effect of this imbalance on protein maturation has not been investigated. While there is an ever-growing number of conditions classified as protein folding diseases that arise due to a mutation in a secretory pathway protein, BAP was the first component of the chaperone machinery to be linked to a disease. Mutations in BAP cause an autosomal recessive form of ataxia and cerebellar atrophy known as Marinesco-Sjögren syndrome, which is characterized by multisystem defects [16,17]. In almost all cases the mutation would lead to loss of exons 6–10, which are predicted to form the BiP interacting site [18]. The BAP/Sil1p null or “woozy” mouse fairly closely phenocopies the human disease [19], with their Purkinje cells showing
evidence of protein aggregation and ER stress, indicating that the symptoms in the MSS patients might be due to either the failure to release critical substrates from BiP or a resulting decrease in the available pool of BiP to chaperone new substrates.

### 2.1.2 Large Hsp70s—
Recent studies in yeast [20,21], and mammals [22] suggest that the large Hsp70s may also serve as NEF for their conventional Hsp70 organellar co-residents. Like other large Hsp70s, GRP170 possesses an N-terminal NBD that very closely resembles that of BiP, except that it lacks ATPase activity and does not possess the highly conserved arginine on the NBD that interacts with DnaJ proteins. It has been unclear as to whether the long C-terminal extension on these proteins encodes a SBD, although the recent crystal structure of yeast See1p suggests they do [23]. Interestingly, not all tissues are equally affected by BAP mutations in either MSS patients or the knock-out mouse, arguing that GRP170 may compensate in some tissues as has been observed in yeast [24]. Indeed, over-expression of GRP170 in the BAP knock-out mouse prevented neurodegeneration [25]. Therefore, it is possible that the relative abundance of these two proteins varies by tissue leading to larger effects with the loss of BAP in some tissues or that some BiP clients are more reliant on one NEF than another.

### 2.2 ER localized DnaJ-proteins
DnaJ proteins stimulate the ATPase activity of their Hsp70 partner, thereby stabilizing the binding of Hsp70s to substrates [26]. In mammals, seven resident ER proteins with J domains inside the ER lumen (ERdj) have been described (Figure 1). The individual ERdj s are present at widely different concentrations and in total are present in substoichiometric quantities compared to BiP [27]. This is consistent with recent data demonstrating that ERdj s bind to substrates, recruit BiP, and after ensuring that a series of functional interactions occur between the two proteins, it is released well before protein folding is completed [28,29]. Since BiP is involved in both folding nascent proteins and targeting misfolded ones for degradation, and because some ERdj proteins can bind directly to substrate proteins, it is reasonable to postulate that the various ERdj s control the diverse functions of BiP.

#### 2.2.1 ERdj1/Mtj1p—
ERdj1/Mtj1p is a transmembrane ER protein with a cytosolic domain that associates with the translating ribosomes and inhibits further protein synthesis if BiP is not bound to the lumenal J domain [30]. This unique translational checkpoint ensures that BiP is present to associate with newly synthesized polypeptides entering the ER. Unlike many of the other ERdj proteins, ERdj1 is not induced by the UPR, in keeping with the fact that translation is lower during ER stress. BiP is also required to gate the translocon during early stages of translocation in order to maintain the unique environment of the ER [31]. This activity requires an integral membrane ERdj protein [32], although the identity of this protein has not been determined.

#### 2.2.2 ERdj2/Sec63—
ERdj2 is a second translocon-associated ERdj protein and resembles the overall structure of Sec63p [33], which plays an essential role in posttranslational protein translocation in yeast [34]. ERdj2 possesses three membrane spanning domains, a lumenal J domain, and a cytosolic coiled domain. In mammals, where proteins are primarily translocated cotranslationally, it is not entirely clear what ERdj2 is doing, particularly since it is a relatively abundant protein [27]. Mutations in ERdj2 are linked to polycystic liver disease, where it may contribute to the cotranslational processing of proteins involved in biliary cell growth [35].

#### 2.2.3 ERdj3/HEDJ—
ERdj3 was independently identified in canine pancreatic microsomes as a homolog of yeast Scj1p [36], as HEDJ, an Hsp40 co-chaperone involved in Shiga toxin trafficking [37], and as a component of the chaperone complex bound to unassembled immunoglobulin heavy chains [38]. ERdj3 is up-regulated during ER stress and binds directly
to a number of both nascent unfolded proteins and proteins unable to fold [39]. BiP exists in a complex with a subset of ER molecular chaperones, which includes ERdj3 only when the complex is bound to the substrate [38]. This strongly suggests that ERdj3 may help recruit BiP to substrates. ERdj3 complements cell wall synthesis and ERAD defects in yeast mutant for Ydj1 and Hlj1, two cytosolic DnaJ proteins [40], suggesting that ERdj3 plays a role in degradation. However, its association with nascent proteins that are folding and the requirement of chaperones to keep ERAD substrates soluble might be more compatible with ERdj3 playing a major role in protein folding.

2.2.4 ERdj4/MDG-1—ERdj4 is membrane-anchored via an uncleaved signal sequence and the remainder of the protein is within the ER lumen [41,42]. ERdj4 is the least abundant ERdj protein [27], but it is highly up-regulated by ER stress [41,43]. ERdj4 is induced in response to expression of two misfolded variants of surfactant protein SP-C, which cause interstitial lung disease, and associates with the misfolded SP-C mutants [44]. Over-expression of ERdj4 reduced the half-life of mutant SP-C, whereas reduction of ERdj4 levels significantly slowed its degradation, suggesting that ERdj4 plays a role in the degradation of these ERAD substrates.

2.2.5 ERdj5/JPDI—In addition to having a J domain, ERdj5 has four thioredoxin-like domains that contribute to its reductase activity [45,46]. Over-expression of ERdj5 promotes the degradation of the non-glycosylated mutant SP-C proteins, suggesting that it may reduce BiP substrates and enhance their ability to be unfolded for retrotranslocation [44]. A two hybrid screen identified ERdj5 as an EDEM interacting protein and found that it also played a role in the degradation of two glycoproteins; the NHK variant of α1-antitrypsin and IgM J chain [47]. Reductases must be kept in a reduced form to break disulfide bonds in substrate proteins. This function could be provided by a recently discovered flavoprotein protein ERFAD [48], which interacts with ERdj5, SEL1L, and OS-9; known components of the ERAD machinery for glycoproteins [49].

2.2.6 ERdj6/p58IPK—ERdj6 was originally reported to be a cytosolic protein that negatively regulated PERK phosphorylation [50], and the loss of p58IPK sensitized mice to ER stress [51]. Further experiments revealed that this protein possessed an ER targeting sequence and was translocated into the ER lumen where it binds to unfolded substrates via its tetratricopeptide repeat domain and acts as a co-chaperone for BiP [29,52]. Modulating ERdj6 levels did not affect the degradation of several model proteins, suggesting that it may reduce the burden of unfolded and misfolded proteins by promoting protein folding in the ER lumen [29,52].

2.2.7 ERdj7—Recent mass spectrophometric analysis of canine pancreatic microsomes identified the newest member of this family [53]. ERdj7 is a resident ER protein, with two transmembrane regions and a luminal J domain. Its function is currently not known. However, since it is not up-regulated by ER stress, and reducing ERdj7 levels did not induce the UPR [53], it is unlikely that it plays a role in protein folding or degradation.

3. Disposing of BiP substrates

3.1 Recognition

The disposal of unfolded proteins requires they be recognized as such and directed through a protein channel to the cytosol for degradation by the 26S proteasome [54]. For glycoproteins this involves changes in the glycan structure that allow the substrate to move from association with calnexin/calreticulin (folding) to EDEM (degradation) [9]. This transition is less clear for BiP substrates that often do not have N-linked glycans, but a number of recent studies described above suggest that this could be achieved by switching from ERdj3/6 (folding) to ERdj4/5.
(degradation). There are no data to address how this switching might occur, but since studies with ERdj3/6 revealed that these proteins can leave the unfolded protein once it has successfully recruited BiP and induced its tight binding to the substrate [28,29], it is conceivable that this provides the opportunity for another ERdj to bind to the substrate and target it for degradation. As ERdj5 was shown to interact with EDEM [47] and over-expressed ERdj4 and ERdj5 interact with p97 [44], a component of the ERAD machinery [55], this is an appealing model (Figure 2).

3.2 Retrotranslocation

ERAD substrates pass through a protein channel in the ER membrane and are deposited in the cytosol for degradation [56]. While the proteins that form the “retrotranslocon” or “dislocase” channel remain controversial, in *S. cerevisiae*, the multi-pass integral membrane protein Der1p is believed to be a component [57,58]. Mammalian cells possess three Der1p homologues, Derlin 1–3 [59–61]. Studies revealed that NHK interacted with Derlin-2 and -3, but not with Derlin-1 [61], while recent studies on two non-glycosylated soluble BiP substrates [10] and the transmembrane MHC heavy chain [59,60] revealed that they interacted with Derlin-1. Cross-linking studies revealed that Derlin 1 interacts with Hrd1, an E3 ligase, and Herp, which contains a ubiquitin-like domain [62] and binds to both ubiquitylated ERAD substrates and the 26S proteasome [10]. Reducing Herp levels inhibited the degradation of two BiP substrates, but had no affect on NHK turnover. Together these data suggest that either distinct retrotranslocon channels exist for the disposal of different types of substrates or that a single channel exists but the various substrates are dependent on different components of the channel.

3.3 Degradation

Once in the retrotranslocon, the protein is pulled through the channel by the Cdc48p/p97 ATPase complex, which uses the energy of hydrolysis to extract the substrate [63]. On the cytosolic face of the ER, the substrate interacts with an E3 ubiquitin ligase, such as Hrd1 [64] or gp78 [65], is ubiquitylated, and ultimately degraded by the proteasome. E3s are usually quite specific for directly the ubiquitylation of a single or small group of target proteins [66]. Given the fact that any protein synthesized in the secretory pathway could fail to fold, it is noteworthy that only two ERAD associated E3 have been identified, which show broad substrate specificity, suggesting that the identification of misfolded ER proteins by these E3s may be conceptually quite different than the use of ubiquitylation to regulate biological processes. Unlike retrotranslocon components and Herp, there is no evidence that the two broad spectrum E3s have a preference for a type of substrate.

4. ER Structure

Although the ER consists of a continuous membrane, it has different structural and functional compartments [67]. The ER is classified into rough (RER) and smooth (SER) ER based on the presence or absence of bound ribosomes respectively. These two types of ER are present in different amounts depending on cell type. For example, Ig secreting plasma cells possess mostly RER, whereas hepatocytes, which are involved in lipid synthesis and detoxification have an abundant SER. One topic of great interest is how the different ER domains are maintained and what functions are carried out in each of them.

Whether these domains or regions of the ER have different roles in ER quality control is an area of active research. For example, a study designed to analyze the proteome of the secretory pathway showed that proteins involved in ERAD, such as p97 and Derlin1 are enriched in the SER, whereas proteins involved in translocation, modification and folding were largely present in the RER fraction [68]. A number of other chaperones, co-chaperones and components of the degradation machinery were not uncovered in this study, probably due to their low
abundance in cells not experiencing ER stress. This knowledge will be essential to determining whether protein folding and degradation occur in a compartmentalized manner.

### 4.1 Quality Control Compartments in the ER

Since nascent proteins that have not yet folded are likely to closely resemble proteins that are unable to fold, it is not clear how the ER can distinguish between these two states so that newly synthesized proteins are not constantly being targeted for degradation. Hence, it would make sense to separate these two functions physically. This compartmentalization of the ER could be constitutive, as supported by the proteomics study [68], or a putative quality control compartment(s) could appear when misfolded proteins accumulate. The fact that the ER structure changes upon expression of ERAD substrates [69] or inhibition of proteolysis [70] might be more compatible with a transient or poorly developed structure under normal folding conditions. The existence of a dedicated ER quality control compartment (ERQC) is supported by studies on two calnexin substrates; asialoglycoprotein receptor and the heavy chain of class I MHC [70, 71]. These proteins localized to a perinuclear region when proteasomal degradation was inhibited, which contained Sec61 and calnexin but not BiP or PDI. These results beg the questions as to whether the over-expression of these ERAD substrates simply causes a compartment that is always present to be expanded allowing its detection, and if BiP substrates were similarly over-expressed would this ERQC contain proteins like BiP and PDI and exclude calnexin, which is in keeping with other data suggesting that the disposal of nonglycosylated proteins relies on different ERAD components than those used for glycosylated proteins [10].

### 4.2 Maintenance of redox state in the ER

As the folding of nascent proteins in the ER is often accompanied by the formation of intra- and interchain disulfide bonds, whereas the retrotranslocation of proteins that fail to fold may require reducing disulfide bonds on partially folded substrates, the ability to maintain discrete regions of the ER with oxidizing versus reducing environment would appear to allow these opposing processes to occur efficiently [72]. The formation of disulfide bonds is an enzyme catalyzed relay in which a disulfide bond is transferred from oxidized Ero1 to a member of the protein disulfide isomerase family (PDI) to the substrate protein [73]. This cascade can also work in reverse with disulfide bonds on the substrate protein being transferred to a reduced PDI protein, the presence of which is dependent on the redox state of Ero1. In human cells, there are two Ero1 paralogs, Ero1-Lα and Ero1-Lβ [73]. Ero1-Lα is constitutively expressed, while Ero1-Lβ is induced by the UPR, like yeast Ero1p [74]. In addition to maintaining an oxidized redox environment in the ER, the Ero1-PDI interaction influences many processes such as protein folding and degradation [75].

Although overall the ER is an oxidizing environment, it is possible that there are regions that differ in their redox microenvironment to promote protein folding in an oxidized microenvironment and protein unfolding in a reduced microenvironment. There are several ways by which this could be achieved. For example, Ero1 could be localized to areas of protein synthesis, near the translocon channel to promote PDI oxidation and hence disulfide bond formation, or different Ero1 isoforms may localize to specific areas in the ER. For instance, Ero1α could be expressed throughout the ER, but the UPR inducible Ero1β could localize to a specific area or compartment in the ER leading to areas of higher oxidation. Additionally, the diversity of ER oxidoreductases in mammalian cells (>19 have been identified [75]) may influence different redox environments within the ER, as it is possible that they have very different redox potentials, arguing that some may serve primarily as oxidases and others as reductases and that their sub-organelar localization is critical to the processes of folding versus degradation. Understanding how these enzymes are regulated and whether they promote different environments in the ER will lead us to a better understanding of how proteins can be
both folded and misfolded within the same organelle and whether these reactions occur in a compartmentalized manner.

5. Concluding remarks

We have progressed significantly in understanding how ER proteins are handled as they fold and how they are dispose of if they fail. Clearly these processes are more specific and controlled than initially envisioned. In other words, not all ERAD substrates are created and degraded equally. They are folded, transported and degraded by different proteins and maybe even in different regions of the ER. If separate regions of the ER do exist, ERAD substrates would need to move from a “folding” to a “degradation” subcompartment (Figure 2). Interestingly, a recent study found that p97, Derlin-1, BiP, and BAP31, an ER sorting protein, all localized to the ERQC in response to inhibiting degradation via proteasome inhibitors or expression of a p97 dominant-negative mutant [76]. Similarly, EDEM binds to glycoproteins once the N-linked glycans are trimmed to a form that is no longer recognized by calnexin and takes them to SEL1L, which is bound to other ERAD components including Derlin 2 and 3 [9]. Since BiP’s interaction with substrates is mediated by ERdj proteins, it is tempting to suggest that they may play a role in escorting misfolded BiP substrates from sites of folding to sites of unfolding and retrotranslocation. Whether these various co-chaperones and “escort” proteins reside in specific areas of the ER or move between them is an area of active research. Understanding how BiP substrates “live and die” will have implications not only in understanding essential biological processes, like antibody production and secretion, but may also provide insights into possible intervention strategies for protein folding diseases.
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Figure 1. Characteristics of ERdj proteins

Seven DnaJ-like proteins have been identified in the mammalian ER. DnaJ proteins can be divided into three subgroups based on the similarities with *E. coli* DnaJ, the founding member of this family [77]. Type I proteins contain all three domains: an N-terminal J domain, a glycine/phenylalanine rich domain (yellow square), and a substrate binding domain, which is intersected with a cysteine-rich Zn$^{2+}$ binding domain (light blue circle); type II proteins contain the first two domains and often bind to unfolded substrates, although this region is more poorly defined; and type III proteins have only a J domain, which can occur anywhere in the protein. In the mammalian ER most of the ERdj's are type III except for ERdj3 (type I) and ERdj4 (type II). ERdj5 contains four thioredoxin domains (orange squares) and ERdj6 has three tetratricopeptide domains (dark green squares). The detailed mechanism of their function can be found in the text.
Figure 2. Models for the putative movement of ERAD substrates from sites of folding within the ER to sites of unfolding and degradation
Top: Membrane proteins, like CFTR F508, bind BAP31, which cycles between sites of protein folding near the Sec61 translocon and the ERQC where it binds Derlin1 to promote retrotranslocation of ERAD substrates. Middle: Glycosylated proteins (blue diamonds) undergo cycles of binding and release from the lectins calnexin and calreticulin as they fold. If they fail to do so, their polysaccharide chains (green diamonds) are modified by ER mannosidase I, which prevents the unfolded protein from rebinding calnexin/calreticulin and allows it to bind EDEM, a soluble lectin. EDEM targets the protein to Sel1 and OS-9, which associate with a complex of Derlin 2/3, p97 and presumably the Hrd1 E3 ligase, promoting its
retranslocation and degradation. Bottom: Non-glycosylated luminal ERAD substrates, like
the NS1 κ LC, bind BiP, which can promote their folding when the substrate is associated with
ERdj3/ERdj6 or reduce and unfold the substrate when it is bound to ERdj4 or ERdj5. The fact
that a number of the ERdjs are soluble and bind to both substrates and components of the
folding machinery or degradation complexes may provide a mechanism for moving from one
ER function to the other.